
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 



  

 

 
Can you use DNA to find out what an ancient skeleton looks like? 
 
These instructions have been written to compliment the video for the “Daily Challenge”.  

 
1. Watch the video for the “Daily Challenge”. In this challenge we will be matching DNA 

sequences to find out what our skeletons would have looked like.  
 
You can watch my workshop later on to find out; What is DNA? Where do we find 
DNA? What does DNA looks like? and how do archaeologists use DNA to find out 
about the past? 
 

2. Go to the “Skeletons & reference DNA sequences” document for this activity on the 
Norwich Science Festival website. Print out either Skeleton 1, Skeleton 2 or Skeleton 

You may choose all three! 
 

                 
 
The coloured circles at the bottom of the skeleton document are the pattern of DNA 
for that skeleton. They contain information which will tell us the eye, skin and hair 
colour for our skeleton. 
 

3. Print out the “Reference DNA sequences” from this document. These are the patterns 
of DNA we know someone has if they have a particular hair, eye or skin colour.  
 
Cut out the reference DNA sequences with scissors (ask an adult to help and 
remember scissors are sharp!). 
 

  

                                            
 

 

 



 

 

Introduction: I have recently been working in Children’s Centres in 
Attleborough and Wymondham and have seen the excellent work they 
are involved with. Children’s Centres have the challenging task of 

finding different ways to fulfil the criteria of the EYFS framework to 
enable children in their care to have the best support in terms of 
welfare and development. I have designed this performance of ‘The 
Sorcerer’s Apprentice’ so that it satisfies many of the requirements of 
the EYFS framework. In addition I hope it will encourage a love of 
stories, reading books, learning about science and stimulating 

children’s imagination long after the performance has finished.  
 
This interpretation of the story has many elements to engage children 
including lots of different characters, potions, spells, visual stimuli 
including colour changing liquids, bubbles and sounds.  
 
 
 

 

 
4. Compare the reference DNA for skin colour to the unknown DNA sequence for your 

skeleton. What colour skin does your skeleton have?  
 

                      
 

5. Go to the “templates for hair, eyes & skin” document for this activity on the Norwich 

Science Festival website. Print out the template for the colour skin your skeleton has. 
Repeat steps 4 and 5 comparing the DNA sequences for hair and eye colour.  
 
Print out the appropriate templates for the colour of eyes and hair your skeleton has. 
Use scissors (ask an adult to help remember scissors are sharp!) to cut them out. 
Construct your face to see what your skeleton would have looked like! Don’t forget to 
post your finished skeleton on Facebook! 
 

                              
 

6. Click on the weblinks for your skeleton e.g. skeleton 1, to find out more about your 
skeleton. 
 
 In real life scientists match up the patterns of DNA just like you have done, but they 
use a computer. Instead of comparing sequences with 10 balls, they can compare 
1000’s of balls. Instead of coloured balls the DNA sequence is made up of letters A, C, 
G, and T. Also, instead of one sequence for hair, eye and skin colour there can be up 
to thirteen different sequences for each! 

 

 

 

 


